CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

The source of data is taken from *Carpool Karaoke* Talkshow those are downloaded from YouTube. *Carpool Karaoke* is an American talkshow who is conducted by James Corden as the host. The show is singing together with artist or popular person in the moving car about 15 minutes.

The result of the analysis shows that there are four types of speech acts identified from the host utterances during his dialogues in Lady First Michelle Obama episode. They are direct literal speech act, direct non-literal speech act, indirect literal speech act and indirect non-literal speech act. The research shows that the host mostly uses direct literal speech act in his utterances because he communicates directly and literally in order to make the hearer easily catches his intention.

Furthermore, the writer finds out that there are four functions of speech acts behinds the utterances of the host in this episode. They are, directive, expressive, commissive, and representative functions.

Based on the finding, Expressive is the function of speech act performed by the host which has the most various form because James Corden feels very happy and excited that he can have conversations and sing together with Lady first of America, Michelle Obama. Moreover, not everyone can have occasion to spare time with First Lady of USA.